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Abstract
Many complex scientific applications are modeled in the form of workflows to carry out large-scale experiments.
Because of complexity of scientific processes, scientific workflows need intensive computation and data
requirements. Clouds make opportunity for scientific that need high performance computing infrastructure. So
scientific can run their application on cloud by their desired QoS. We propose an algorithm that able scientific to
select execute plan based on their preference QoS, like time and cost. Proposed algorithm ranks the tasks in
workflow and then use UPFF function for select accurate resource, based on user’s QoS. We compared our
proposed algorithm with the same work by several scenarios and results show proposed algorithm has better
efficiency.
Keywords Scientific application, Workflow scheduling, Cloud computing
1.

Introduction

The field of distributed and parallel computing has seen technologies rapidly grow from desktop computing,
through grid computing, and now to cloud computing. All these technologies focus on delivering computing
power to a large number of end-users in a reliable, efficient and scalable manner. More and less, the trend has
been to deliver the computing power as a utility, much like how water and electricity is delivered to households
these days.
Cloud computing is a kind of parallel and distributed computing systems that delivers infrastructure, platform
and software as a service, which are made available as services in a pay-as-you-go model to consumer. These
services are referred to as infrastructure as a service (IaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), software as a service
(SaaS). In [3] Buyya et al. define a cloud as a “type of parallel and distributed system consisting of a collection
of interconnected and virtualized computers that are dynamically provisioned and presented as a one or more
unified computing resources based on service-level agreements”. Clouds try to make opportunity to the users all
over the world to be able access the services on demand, according to their desired quality of service
requirements. So it offers lots of benefits for companies by decreasing management and maintenance costs from
leasing IT infrastructure from cloud providers.
Many scientific applications in the field of astronomy, gravitational-physics, computational biology, climate
modeling, and life-sciences have used workflow technology to carry out large-scale experiments. Scientific
applications are typically modeled as workflows that consist of tasks, data, control sequences and data
dependencies [7].
Because of complexity of scientific process, these applications should be usually run on the large and distributed
computing environments like cloud environment. Clouds present a chance for scientists whom need highperformance computing infrastructure for their experiments[9]. Most of the time, applications are represented as
a scientific workflows that can manage many activities and work with lots of data. Scientific already using cloud
computing that schedule these workflows onto distributed cloud resources for optimizing various objectives:
minimize total makespan of the workflow, minimize cost and usage of network bandwidth, minimize cost of
computation and storage, meet the deadline of application, and combination of objectives.
A data intensive computing environment consists of applications that produce, manipulate, or analyze data in the
range of hundreds of megabytes (MB) to petabytes (PB) and beyond. A data intensive application workflow has
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comparatively higher data workloads to manage than its computational load. In the words, the requirements of
resource interconnection bandwidth for transferring data outweigh the computational requirements for
processing tasks. As a consequence, demands more time to transfer and store data as compared to execution time
for tasks in the workflow. It is common to characterize the distinction between data intensive and compute
intensive by defining a threshold for the computation to communication ratio (CCR). Application with lower
values of this ratio is distinctly data intensive in nature [8].
The rest of paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents related work. In section 3, we describe the taskresource scheduling problem. In section 4, we present our scheduling algorithm. Section 5 presents an
experimental evaluation of the performance our protocol. Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses some
future work.
2.

Related work

Workflow applications are commonly represented as a directed acyclic graph. The mapping of jobs to the
compute-resources is an NP-complete problem in the general form. A survey of field of scientific workflows and
techniques for managing and scheduling them are represented in [7]. [8] is a PHD theses that represented several
scientific workflow scheduling algorithms in grid and cloud environments.
In [28] proposed an optimized scheduling algorithm to achieve the optimization or sub-optimization for cloud
scheduling. In this algorithm an Improved Genetic Algorithm (IGA) is used for the automated scheduling policy.
It is used to increase the utilization rate of resources and speed.
In [27] proposed an improved cost-based scheduling algorithm for making efficient mapping of tasks to available
resources in cloud. This scheduling algorithm measures both resource cost and computation performance, it also
Improves the computation/communication ratio.
In [29] proposed an SHEFT workflow scheduling algorithm to schedule a workflow elastically on a Cloud
computing environment. The experimental results show that SHEFT not only outperforms several representative
workflow scheduling algorithms in optimizing workflow execution time, but also enables resources to scale
elastically at runtime.
In [18] presented a particle swarm optimization (PSO) based heuristic to schedule applications to cloud resources
that takes into account both computation cost and data transmission cost. It is used for workflow application by
varying its computation and communication costs. The experimental results show s that PSO can achieve cost
savings and good distribution of workload onto resources.
In [19] proposed a market-oriented hierarchical scheduling strategy which consists of a service-level scheduling
and a task-level scheduling. The service-level scheduling deals with the Task-to-Service assignment and the
task-level scheduling deals with the optimization of the Task-to-VM assignment in local cloud data centers.
In [20] worked on multiple workflows and multiple QoS. They has a strategy implemented for multiple
workflow management system with multiple QoS. The scheduling access rate is increased by using this strategy.
This strategy minimizes the make span and cost of workflows for cloud computing platform.
In [21] presented the HEFT algorithm. This algorithm first calculates average execution time for each task and
average communication time between resources of two successive tasks. Then tasks in the workflow are ordered
(non-increasing) on a rank function. The task with higher rank value is given higher priority. In the resource
selection phase tasks are scheduled in the order of their priorities and each task is assigned to the resource that
can complete the task at the earliest time.
In [24], data resource replication and parallel retrieving from several location are used to reach efficient
scheduling plan. ESMH algorithms based on retrieving from several data resources are presented that mapped
tasks on resources, according to data retrieving time and task compute time.
3.

Problem definition

A scheduling system model consists of an application, a target cloud computing environment, and a performance
criteria for scheduling. We denote an application workflow as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) represented by
G=(V,E), where V={T1, … , Tn} is the set of tasks, and E represents the data dependencies between these tasks.
The number of tasks are considered n. G is a n*n matrix of Directed acyclic graph that gained by scientific
application. if the amount of Gi,j is one, represent task Ti and task Tj are dependable and Ti is the parent of Tj, else
if the amount of Gi,j is zero, shows they aren’t dependable. if tasks were dependable, the data of parent task Ti
should be transmitted to a child task Tj. a task without any parent is called an entry task and a task without any
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child is called an exit task. The size of output data of tasks are given in array D as Di represent size of output
data task Ti.
We assumed that we want to use some of resources in cloud for scheduling. We have a set of resources R =
{1,… , m}. here, we consider the number of resources is m. Each resource has its feature like cost of running
tasks or Cost_exe(Ri), cost of incoming data by resources or Cost_in(Ri), cost of sending data from resources or
Cost_out(Ri), resource availability or Availability(Ri) and resource reliability or Reliability(Ri).
The estimated times for compute each task on each resource are given. W is the n*m matrix that represent the
estimated times for execute each task on each resource. Wi,j shows the estimated time for execute task Ti on
resource Rj .
The objective function of our workflow scheduling problem is to determine the schedule plan to assign tasks of a
given scientific application to target cloud resources such that it’s been done in user’s desired time and cost.
4.

Proposed approach

We present our proposed approach as a scheduling algorithm. The key idea of our approach is based on HEFT
algorithm [21]. We named the proposed approach as a QoS-aware Scientific Application Scheduling Algorithm
(QSASA). In QSASA we try to preserve benefits of HEFT and also apply the data-intensive scheduling features
in cloud environment. QSASA considers varied aspects of scientific workflow scheduling. Aspects like tasks
dependency, tasks data size, compute time of tasks, data transfer time from parent task to child, workflow
makespan, resources bandwidth, resources cost for compute, resources cost for input or output data, availability
and reliability parameters.
Before presenting the proposed approach in section 4-1, we formulate the parameters and attributes that are used
in proposed protocol. And in the section 4-2 we present our protocol.
4.1 Problem formulation

In this section, we present the metrics of comparison, the experiment setup and the results.In
section 3 we explained the problem and the parameters and information that gained by given scientific
application and target cloud resources. Also there are several attributes that we may use in the proposed protocol.
In this section, we formulate the attribute that may used in proposed protocol.
As we said, W is the n*m matrix that represent the estimated times for execute each task on each resource and
Wi,j shows the estimated time for execute task Ti on resource Rj. before scheduling, the tasks are labeled with the
average execution times. The average execution time of a task Ti is defined as

Target cloud resources are connected and so considering the communication time should be occurred. Resource
bandwidth or data transfer rates are stored in matrix B of size m*m. the amount of Bi,j represents resource
bandwidth between resource Ri and Rj. the communication time of the edge (i,k), which is for transferring data
from task Ti (scheduled on Rg) to task Tk (scheduled on Rh), is defined by

When both Ti and Tk are scheduled on the same resource,
becomes zero since we assume that
the intra-resource communication time is negligible when it is compared with the inter-resources communication
time. Before scheduling, average communication times are used to label the edges. The average communication
time of an the edges out from Ti, is defined by

Where

is the average transfer rate among the target cloud resources.

It is necessary to reword some attributes like EST(Ti, Rj) and EFT(Ti, Rj) in [21] that represent earliest start time
and earliest finish time task Ti on resource Rj, respectively. For the entry task Tentry,
EST(Tentry, Rj) = 0
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For the rest tasks in workflow, the EST and EFT values are computed respectively, starting from the entry task,
as shown in (5) and (6), respectively. In order to compute the task Ti, all immediate predecessor tasks of Ti must

have been scheduled.
Where pred(Ti) is the set of immediate predecessor tasks of task Ti and avail[j] is the earliest time at which
resource Rj is ready for task execution. The inner max block in the EST equation returns the ready time, means
the time when all data needed by Ti has arrived at resource Rj.
ESTmin shows minimum value of EST for task on target resources and ESTmax shows maximum value of EST. To

compute average values, we used

instead of B for bandwidth and shown by

(Ti) and

(Ti).

EFC is another attribute that represent total cost for execute tasks containing run cost, input data cost and output
data cost that are calculate by (11).

Where p is the number of parent tasks of task Ti. communicatek,I is the required time for transmitting data from
parent tasks of Ti, Tk, that is mapped on resource Rl, to task Ti that mapped on resource Rj. EFCmin represents
minimum value of EFC of task T on all target resources and EFCmax shows maximum value of EFC.
Tasks are sorted by their priority. Upward ranking [21] of task Ti are calculated recursively by (12).

Where succ (Ti) is the set of immediate successors of task Ti. the rank is computed recursively by traversing the
task graph upward, starting from exit task. For exit task Texit, the upward rank is calculated by (13).
Ranku(Texit) =

exit

(13)

4.2 Proposed Algorithm
We present QoS-aware scientific application scheduling algorithm (QSASA) as a proposed approach. We aimed
to schedule scientific workflow on target cloud resources based on user’s preferences. QSASA algorithm is
shown in figure 1. and have two phases, ranking tasks and selecting resources. Average time values of execute
tasks and edge communication are computed. Then values for EST, EFT and EFC for each task on all resources
are calculated. According to calculated attributes and the parameters, we use upward ranking for ranking tasks in
workflow and use User preference Fitness Function (UPFF) for accurate resource selection. And last tasks
dispatched on resources for workflow execution.
BEGIN : QoS-aware Scientific Application Scheduling Algorithm (QSASA)
INPUT:
A matrix G represented scientific workflow graph
A array D represented data produced by tasks
A matrix B represented bandwidth between resources
A matrix W represented times for execute tasks on resources
A array Cost_exe represented cost of execute tasks on resources
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A array Cost_in represented cost of input required tasks on resources
A array Cost_out represented cost of output required tasks on resources
A array Reliability represented reliability of resources
A array Availability represented availability of resources
PRE-COMPUTE:
Compute average time of execution for each task,
Compute average time of communication for each edge (task dependency),
Compute average value of earliest start time for each task,
Compute average value of earliest finish time for each task,

(Ti)
(Ti)

Ranking tasks by upward ranking in [21] as Rank_upward list
While all the tasks aren’t scheduled
Start for all resources in R
Calculate EFT for task T on all resources in R
Calculate Costs for all resources in R that their EFT was computed (EFC)
Determinate ESTmin (T), ESTmax (T), EFCmin (T), EFCmax (T)
Use UPFF function for select accurate resource
End
Map task T on the resource Rthat have minimum value of UPFF function
End
Distributed tasks on resources
END : QoS-aware Scientific Application Scheduling Algorithm (QSASA)
Figure 1.QoS-aware Sientific Application Scheduling algorithm (QSASA)
As we said, we used upward ranking [21] to make a priority list as Rank_upward list. UPFF function is used to
find resources for tasks in Rank_upward list, respectively. based on the user’s preference, we use different values
for weight of time weightt and weight of cost weightc. this two weight are in the range of [0, 1] and the sum of
them is 1. For example if weightc be equal to 0.7, represents 70% user is concerned with cost and 30% is
concerned with time. So the UPFF is a two variable function. As the time and cost aren’t the same kind, we
normalize these values in the range of [0, 1]. UPFF is defined by (14).

UPFF represents fitness of resource Rj for task Ti.the resourcewith minimum UPFF is selected and the task is
mapped on it. the weightt and weightc make a chance to scientific for their desired QoS requirements.
5.
Experiment evaluation
In this section, we present the metrics of comparison, the experiment setup and the results. In this evaluation, the
value for weight of cost 0.7 and the value for weight time 0.3 are considered. We assume user is most interested
in minimizing cost.
5.1 Performance metrics
As a measure of performance, we used time and cost for complete execution of application as a metrics. We
computed the total cost of execution of a workflow using two approaches: QSASA protocol and HEFT
algorithm.
5.2Illustrative example
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Figure 4(a) depicts a workflow structure with ten tasks, which are represented as nodes. The dependencies
between tasks are represented as arrows. Each task generates output data after it has completed. These data are
used by the task’s children, if any. Figure 4(b) depicts three resources interconnected with varying bandwidth
and having its own execution, input and output costs. Also the estimated average time for each tasks on all
resources are given. In this example we consider that the resources are completely reliable and available.

(a) Workflow and the output data of each tasks (b) Resources and the estimated times for execute tasks

Figure 4. Illustrative example of workflow and target cloud resources
We use QSASA algorithm and HEFT algorithm on the example and the results are gained as shown in Figure 5
(a) and Figure 5(b). As you can see, QSASA algorithm has a higher efficiency than HEFT algorithm, both in
time and cost perspective.

(a) Comparison of total cost

(b)

Comparison of total time

Figura 5. Comparison between QSASA and HEFT for an illustrative example workflow and target resources
5.3Data and Implemention
We have used several matrix and array that store the values like average time of execute tasks on resources,
average communication cost between resources, data size of tasks, execute cost, input/output cost and so on.
The values for Cost_in(Ri) and Cost_out(Ri) resemble the cost of unit data transfer between resources given by
Amazon CloudFront. We randomly use that values for each iterative of experiment. In some experiments, we use
the Amazon EC2’s pricing policy for different classes of virtual machine instances. As each task has its own
data, the sum of all the data values varies according to the size of data we experiment from 64 MB to 1024 MB.
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We assumed in this work, the weightc is equal to 0.7 and the weightt is equal to 0.3 and are fixed in all
experiment. So we assumed user wants more to cost saving than time saving.
We use C++ environment to conduct our simulation experiment. In addition we implement HEFT algorithm, too.
Also we have done twenty independent executions for all scenarios to gain better results.
5.4Experiment and Result
Each task in workflow has input/output data in varying sizes. We evaluate proposed protocol in different
scenarios. We plot the graphs by varying the results obtained after twenty independent executions. In almost
every execution, the x-axis parameters present number of tasks in workflow, total data size and costs range. The
y-axis parameters present performance criteria like time and cost.
5.4.1 Variation in number of workflow tasks
In this scenario, we try to compare QSASA with HEFT algorithm when the number of tasks in workflow is
varying from 10-50 tasks. We fixed the compute resource cost in the range 0.30-0.80$/hr and the communicate
cost in the range 0.14-0.38$/hr, in the sub-section 5-4-1 and 5-4-2. by varying number of tasks in workflow, we
compared SWASP and HEFT algorithm, time and cost perspective and the results depicted in Figure 6(a). and
Figure 6(b). In both figures, x-axis represents number of tasks in workflow. Based on the results, QSASA
algorithm has better performance.

(a)

Comparison of total time

(b)

Comparison of total cost

Figure 6. Comparison between QSASA and HEFT when while varying number of tasks in workflow
5.4.2 Variation in total data size of a workflow
We varied the size of total data processed by the workflow in the range 64—1024MB. By varying the data size,
we compared the variance in total time and cost of execution, for two approaches as depicted in Figure 7(a) and
Figure 7(b). Results show that QSASA has better performance. In some experiment, the QSASA’s time criteria
may be higher than HEFT, but usually the cost criteria is lower than.

(a) Comparison of total cost

(b)

Comparison of total time

Figure 7. Comparison between QSASA and HEFT when while varying number of tasks in workflow
5.4.3 Variation in resource cost
We experiment the performance of QSASA by varying the cost of computation of all target resources. This
variation is practically justifiable as different cloud service providers (e.g. Amazon) can have varying pricing
policies depending on the type and capabilities of their resources. Figure 8 depicts the change in total cost of
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computation for different range of resource price. The workflow processed a total of 128MB of data and the xaxis represents range of resources cost. As QSASA consider the resource cost, Results show by varying resource
cost, it has low variance.

Figure 8. Total cost by QSASA when while varying cost of compute resources
5.4.4 Scheduling Failure variance
There are some communications between resources to execute workflow. This communication is done by
resource bandwidth. Communications may encounter delay. We want to use a approach that consider this
condition. According to the history of resources, values as reliability and availability factor are assigned to the
resources. QSASA considers these factors. In Figure 9 amount of scheduling variation are shown. X-axis shows
multiply of average values of reliability and availability.

Figure 9. Comparison of scheduling failure variance between QSASA and HEFT when while varying
availability and reliability of resources.
6.

Conclusion and future work

In this work, we presented a scientific workflow scheduling algorithm on cloud resources as called QSASA,
based on HEFT algorithm. QSASA contains two phases for ranking tasks and selecting resources. We used
QSASA algorithm to minimize the total cost of execution of application workflows on cloud environment, based
user’s preference. In evaluation we consider the user is more interested to minimize cost. We compared the
results obtained by our algorithm against HEFT algorithm. We found that QSASA achieve at least 15 percent
improvement on cost saving and at last 4 percent more time as compared to HEFT for our experiments. In
addition, QSASA considers reliability and availability factor of resources while scheduling.
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As part of our future work, we would like to expand our work for independent compute resource and store
resource. Also we want to work on scheduling scientific application on BIG DATA.
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